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ABSTRACT
Human being is a very complex entity in terms of its anthropological and social morphology. It has been molded in the process of survival in the nature from the time unknown in relation to its physique, sentiment and behavior. All the other animal species too in the nature are no exception. The treatment of maladies in the human being thus cannot be complete without addressing its body, mind and behavioral aspects. Homeopathy emerged as a medical science in dealing with this philosophy of diagnosis and treatment. In homeopathy medicines carrying set of symptoms are prescribed for patients having similar symptoms in them.
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OVERVIEW
Homeopathy, a system of treatment that began in the late 1700s, was propounded by German doctor Samuel Hahnemann. It is based on the principle of Similia Similibus Curantur that is a Like cures the Like. Diamond cuts diamond or Kantake naivt Kantakam may also be taken in our assumption to understand the healing process of Homeopathy. More precisely homeopathy is a system based on the principle that a much diluted preparation of a substance that causes symptoms in healthy individuals can reliably cure disease that causes the same symptoms in a sick person.

The philosophy of healing
The philosophy of homeopathy says individuals are to be treated not the disease since diseases are only set of abnormal symptoms that the individual carries. There are two symptoms in an individual one is acquired by self and another received as granted from the ancestors. As purpose of the treatment is root out of the trouble and its cause the symptoms in an individual are precisely noted down during interview with three generation details to find out whether the malady comes from ancestors. These diseases are termed genetically derived and these need special attention by Nosode medicines of which Sexual and Skin diseases are dominant.

Medicinal sources
The medicines in homeopathy are derived from plant and herbs with leaves and roots, shoots and barks, their flowers and fruits. These medicines are likewise made from minerals and metals of earth, bio organisms and others. Every medicine has a set of proven symptoms detailed in Materia Medica and the detailed study of the psycho physiological symptoms of a patient leads to prescription of a particular medicine.

Ayurveda and homeopathy medicines
The homeopathic medicines should not be confused with herbal or raw medicines though the names are sometimes same. Herbal medicines (Ayurveda or Yumani) are prescribed in some bulk on weight on quantity base where as homeopathic medicines in drops or grains of particular potencies. Selection of potency depends on the organ of aggravation and history of disease how long that existed. The making of a homeopathic medicine is based on potencies and can be understood as electrical power of immediate action.

Homeopathic medicines are potentized by jerks hence they have dynamic effects on human organs. The doses are very small either in drops or in globules carrying potencies and are capable of removing symptoms of maladies and cure the patient.

Miasms
There are three miasms of diseases and they are poisons of Syphilis, Sycosis and Psora. They are the prime causes of any disease in the human being. The obstinate symptoms of abnormalities are treated with system of nosodes.

Classical and Eclectic trend in homeopathy
Classical practice of treatment always recommends providing single medicine at a time for the patient till proper cure whereas recommendation of more medicines at a time can be termed as an Eclectic practice. There are set of homeopathic brilliant medicines for mental and physical troubles and proper interview with a patient can help the doctors select a most suitable single medicine that can cure the patient. Classical practice is more suitable for the brain and mental disorders.

Eclectic practice also holds right as there are mixed symptoms of troubles in some patients in this modern age of chemical proliferation in food habits and lifestyle. In this practice provision of two or more medicines at a time with some bio chemic supplements may also require.

RECOMMENDATION
Homeopathy system of treatment has almost no side effect as the doses are very small and the medicine is dynamic. The homeopathic medicines are expected to root out the cause of disease underlying the body organs and mind if properly selected.
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